
2022 LEADERSHIP

INCUBATOR

Joining our 12-month Leadership Incubator 
will provide you with the mindset and tools 
needed to get noticed for making a 
meaningful impact at work.

100 full scholarships ($999 USD value) are 
up for grabs and there is no cost to apply.

Next cohort kicks-off in March 2022.

Jump into the laboratory with 
us and accelerate your career.

Learn more & apply here:
Level52.ca/incubator

The world’s most complete leadership experience

12 monthly live-virtual workshops and 
learning events with your cohort

(2 hours each, 24 hours total live training)

Follow-on assignments & peer-study groups

Complimentary access to exclusive 
thought-leader panel discussions and 

Expert guest speakers 
    

 Access to a collection of over 30 actionable 
tools and fillable PDFs

Networking opportunities & collaboration 
with a community of like-minded, driven 

professionals

OPEN CALL FOR INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS
MOTIVATED TO GET THEIR CAREER ON THE FAST-TRACK TO MANAGEMENT

SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE

INCUBATOR  INCLUDES:

Don’t delay, apply today!

APPLY TODAY!
Level52.ca/incubator

SEE FOLLOWING PAGE FOR PROGRAM OUTLINE

https://www.level52.ca/incubator


2022 LEADERSHIP

INCUBATOR

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The world’s most complete leadership experience

Session 1: Incubator Launchpad - The Science Behind 
Success

Solid foundations matter. Get oriented to the program, your 
peers and dive into the rapid exploration of meaningful 
leadership through the four pillars of the Science Behind 
Success™.

Session 2: Mindset That Matters - Activating Your Agency

Meaningful impact starts with your mindset. Learn the mindset 
that differentiates those who are agile and responsive from 
those who get sucked into stagnation.

Session 3: Connection, Empathy & Value Creation

Creating value makes you indispensable. In this session you’ll 
learn the skills to connect with others in a world of silos and 
create instant value with almost anyone.  

Session 4: Connection Laboratory

 The previous session was a warm up. Now, you’ll get 
repetition and practice as you will exercise your connection 
skills with peers in this rapid connection laboratory.

Session 5:  Accelerating Your Career Vision

A big barrier in people's development is that they don’t have a 
concrete vision. In this session, you will learn a process to 
capture your ideal vision and develop a road map to get there. 

 
Session 6: Career Vision Laboratory

 You have built the foundation of your career vision and in this 
session, you’ll engage in rapid peer collaboration. You’ll get 
clear about your unique strengths, purpose and path forward.

Session 7: Build Confidence and Battle the Imposter 
Syndrome

Do you have to fake it until you make it? This session shatters 
old standing myths and helps you establish the foundation for 
confidence and the fervor to battle the imposter syndrome that 
can drag down your career.

Session 8: How To Accelerate Meaningful Relationships

There are preventable things that erode the quality of your 
working relationships. You will  learn the method to eliminate 
the madness in your relationships and inspire better 
performance and collaboration with your peers.

Session 9: Relationship Conflict Laboratory

 There are times that you know friction will show up in a 
relationship. In this session, you will build on the previous 
session and collaborate to tackle your professional relationship 
challenges. This fast-paced laboratory will result in a specific 
road map to renovate even the most challenging peer 
relationships and prevent future issues.

Session 10: How to Lead Up: A practical Guide on How to 
Train Your Boss 

You are constantly training your boss how to engage with you. 
How are you training them? In this session, you’ll develop a 
specific action plan to create mutual success by doing the little 
things that make a big difference with your leader.

Session 11: Leading Up Laboratory

You will collaborate to amplify your ability to lead up. Through 
rapid team exercises, you will develop a plan to eliminate 
inefficiencies, frustrations, and unnecessary friction with your 
boss.

Session 12: Creating Your Impact Playbook

What’s better than SMART goals? In this session, you’ll learn a 
four-step process to unlock engagement and create focus on 
what matters most as you accelerate your career path. 
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Learn more & apply here:
Level52.ca/incubatorDon’t delay, apply today!

https://www.level52.ca/incubator

